Effectiveness of a thoracic multidisciplinary clinic in the treatment of stage III non-small-cell lung cancer
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Introduction: The Institute of Medicine, the American Society of Clinical Oncology, and the European Society of Medical Oncology promote a multidisciplinary approach for the treatment of cancer. Stage III non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) represents a heterogeneous group of diseases necessitating coordination of care among medical, radiation, and surgical oncology. The optimal care of stage III NSCLC underscores the need for a multidisciplinary approach.

Methods: From tumor registry data, we identified all cases of stage III NSCLC seen at Lehigh Valley Health Network between March 2010 and March 2013. The care received by patients when seen in the thoracic multidisciplinary clinic (MDC) was compared with the care received when not seen in the thoracic MDC.

Results: All patients seen in the MDC, compared to <50% of patients seen outside the MDC, were evaluated by more than one physician prior to beginning the treatment. Time to initiate treatment was shorter in MDC patients than in non-MDC patients. Patients seen in the MDC had a greater concordance with clinical pathways. A greater percentage of patients seen in the thoracic MDC had pathologic staging of their mediastinum. Patients seen in the MDC were more likely to receive all of their care at Lehigh Valley Health Network.

Conclusion: Multidisciplinary care is essential in the treatment of patients with stage III NSCLC. Greater utilization of MDCs for this complex group of patients will result in more efficient coordination of care, pretreatment evaluation, and therapy, which in turn should translate to improve patients' outcomes.
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Introduction
The Institute of Medicine, the American Society of Clinical Oncology, and the European Society of Medical Oncology have promoted delivery of multimodality treatment by a multidisciplinary team of skilled health providers.1,2 Multidisciplinary clinics (MDCs) have been associated with enhanced coordination of care, better adherence to clinical guidelines, and improved use of evidence-based care.3 Additionally, the incorporation of MDCs has been shown to reduce time from evaluation to start of therapy4 and improve patient satisfaction scores.5 The Association of Community Cancer Centers published guidelines for the provision of multidisciplinary care in the community, recommending that “an organized, consistent multidisciplinary team approach to the care of patients with cancer and their families is necessary to ensure that needs are identified, interventions are planned, treatments are coordinated, and care is monitored and evaluated.”6 A recent publication described the efforts of National Cancer Institute-designated community cancer centers7 to develop multidisciplinary care in their respective institutions.
and provided a blueprint of necessary building blocks in the development of these clinics.8

Stage III non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) defines a heterogeneous group of diseases. Determining appropriate therapies for this diverse group of patients underscores the need for a coordinated approach to treatment, involving surgery, medical oncology, radiation oncology, pulmonary medicine, navigation, and other ancillary services. This careful coordination of treatment is best facilitated through an MDC. Adequate staging is essential in making sound treatment recommendations, and the coordination of all three therapeutic disciplines must be established to ensure best outcomes.9 Coordinated care decreases redundancy of tests and improves compliance with clinical pathways. Expediency of care improves patient’s satisfaction and may impact survival.

More than 400 new lung cancer cases are seen annually at Lehigh Valley Health Network (LVHN), which has supported a thoracic MDC since 2007. Fifteen percent of patients with NSCLC at our institution presented with stage III disease. Approximately two-thirds of patients with stage III NSCLC are seen initially in the outpatient setting; the remaining one-third are diagnosed at the time of hospitalization. The patients identified in the outpatient setting are either referred directly to the thoracic MDC or to an individual physician outside of the MDC setting. We compare patients with stage III NSCLC seen in the thoracic MDC and patients with stage III NSCLC not seen in the MDC. This analysis will underscore the need for a multidisciplinary approach to the treatment of patients with stage III lung cancer.

Methods
Sample
All patients with stage III NSCLC (American Joint Committee on Cancer 7 [AJCC]) seen at LVHN between March 2010 and March 2013 were identified from tumor registry data and were included in the analysis. The histologic diagnosis of NSCLC and stage was confirmed by one of the physicians participating in the thoracic MDC.

Structure of the MDC
The thoracic MDC at LVHN meets weekly for prospective case reviews. Physicians from thoracic surgery, medical oncology, radiation oncology, diagnostic radiology, and pulmonary medicine attend the clinic. Representatives from palliative medicine and nutrition also attend each clinic. Prior to each meeting, a nurse navigator reviews all cases and collects pertinent clinical data, including a full history, radiology studies, and pathology (both reviewed internally) for presentation to the group. After group discussion, and if additional testing is necessary, the nurse navigator will schedule tests before treatment recommendations are made. If no additional testing is needed, the team formulates a coordinated treatment plan, which is presented to the patient and family at the time of the initial visit. The patient and family meet all members of the team when the treatment plan is presented, then meet individually with treating physicians to discuss details of therapy. If additional referrals are needed (smoking cessation, pulmonary rehabilitation, and pain management), they are made by the nurse navigator.

Data collection and analysis
Demographic data were collected for all patients. The dates of each patient’s radiographic studies, biopsy, initial visit with a treating physician, and start of therapy were recorded. In addition, if either endobronchial ultrasound (EBUS) or mediastinoscopy was performed, the date of the procedure was documented.

A patient was designated as an “MDC patient” if he or she was referred directly to the thoracic MDC for treatment. Conversely, a patient was designated a “non-MDC patient” if the patient was referred to a treating physician’s (medical oncology, radiation oncology, and thoracic surgery) primary office and seen separately by the treating physicians. If seen outside of the MDC, all treating physicians who saw the patients prior to initiation of therapy (and dates of visits) were identified.

The following time intervals were calculated: 1) time from initial radiographic studies to biopsy (bronchoscopy or computed tomography [CT] guided), 2) time from initial radiographic studies to “first touch” by a treating physician or MDC, 3) time from initial radiographic studies to initiation of therapy, and 4) time from the first touch by a treating physician or MDC to initiation of treatment. We also examined adherence to institutional clinical pathways and out-migration of patients from the LVHN system. Overall survival data of patients seen in the MDC were compared to those patients seen outside of the MDC. Finally, patient satisfaction surveys were sent to all patients seen in the thoracic MDC.

This study was approved by the Lehigh Valley Health Network Institutional Review Board.

Statistical analysis
Continuous variables are presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD) or median (25th to 75th percentile). The independent Student’s t-test was used to assess statistical significance of difference between the groups presented as mean ± SD. If the distributions were highly skewed, Mann–Whitney U
test was utilized to test for differences, and medians and percentiles are presented.

Categorical variables are presented as frequency (percentage). These variables were tested using the chi-squared test, with the exception of out-migration, which was tested using Fisher’s exact test. All tests of significance were two tailed, and P-values of <0.05 were considered significant.

Kaplan–Meier survival curves and the log-rank test are used to test survival between those seen in the MDC and patients who are not.

Results
Two hundred and twenty patients with stage III NSCLC were identified in the tumor registry between March 2010 and March 2013. Sixty-four patients were excluded from the analysis for the reasons outlined in Table 1. An additional 47 patients with proven stage III NSCLC were seen initially by treating physicians during an in-hospital admission. These patients therefore did not fulfill the criteria of MDC or non-MDC and were also excluded from the analysis. There were 52 patients identified as MDC patients and 57 patients identified as non-MDC patients. Over the 3-year period, an increasing percentage of patients with stage III NSCLC was initially seen in the MDC as opposed to outside it: in 2010, 13 patients (34.2%) were seen in the MDC; in 2011, 21 patients (53.8%); and in 2012, 18 patients (56.3%); P=0.116.

Age, sex, and stage were similar between the two groups of patients. More patients with squamous cell carcinoma were seen in the MDC cohort (24 [46.2%]) than in the non-MDC cohort (14 [24.6%]) (P=0.026). The higher percentage of patients with squamous cell histology seen in the MDC cannot be explained. Patients’ referral to either the MDC or the non-MDC setting by their primary care provider (PCP) was dependent upon the PCP’s referral patterns. Patients were not assigned to MDC or non-MDC on the basis of histology.

Table 1 Number of patients with stage III NSCLC identified in the tumor registry but excluded from analysis and reasons for exclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason for exclusion</th>
<th>Number of patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small cell lung cancer</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleural or pericardial metastases or effusion</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(stage IV by AJCC 7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distant metastatic disease</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other histology</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesser stage</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer; AJCC, American Joint Committee on Cancer.

Non-MDC visits
Fifty-seven patients were initially seen outside of the MDC setting. None of these patients were sent to the MDC for evaluation prior to initial treatment. Twenty-seven patients were initially seen in the thoracic surgery practice, 21 underwent surgical resection (wedge, lobectomy, bilobectomy, or pneumonectomy) as their initial therapy. Seven had preoperative, pathological staging of the mediastinum. Of the 21 patients treated with surgical resection, 14 were subsequently evaluated by medical oncology for adjuvant therapy.

Twenty-four patients were initially seen by medical oncology. Four of these patients were referred to thoracic surgery for evaluation, and four were referred directly to hospice. Sixteen patients received either single modality chemotherapy or combined chemoradiation.

Of six patients initially seen by radiation oncology, four received radiation as primary therapy, and two received combined chemoradiation.

Time intervals to treatment
There was no difference in the median time between initial radiographic discovery of the lung cancer and start of therapy between MDC patients (61 days [51.5–81.5]) and non-MDC patients (54 days [36.0–103.0]) (P=0.549). Similarly, there was no difference in the time from bronchoscopy to treatment in the two cohorts (MDC, 35 days [29.25–54.0]; non-MDC, 33 days [20.25–59.0]) (P=0.495). However, patients seen in the MDC started therapy within a mean of 19.85±13.8 days as opposed to those not seen in the MDC, who started therapy at an average of 29.09±27.3 days (P=0.043). These data are displayed in Figure 1.

Staging of the mediastinum
When enlarged lymph nodes were present on CT or positron emission tomography (PET)–CT, patients seen in the MDC were more likely to undergo pathological staging of the mediastinum with either mediastinoscopy or EBUS examination. As shown in Figure 2, 30 MDC patients (57.7%) had pathological staging of mediastinum with either EBUS (21 patients [40.4%]) or mediastinoscopy (nine patients [17.3%]); 14 non-MDC patients (24.5%) had pathological staging of the mediastinum with EBUS (six patients [10.5%]) or mediastinoscopy (eight patients [14%]) (P<0.001). Of the patients not seen in the MDC, 27 (47%) were seen initially by a thoracic surgeon and were taken to surgery prior to consultation with either medical or radiation oncology. Twenty-one non-MDC patients (36%) who were taken directly to surgery had N2 involvement discovered at
the time of surgery. Only four MDC patients (7.7%) treated with surgery initially were found to have N2 lymph node involvement at the time of surgery ($P<0.001$).

**Clinical pathway adherence**

The thoracic malignancy disease management team at LVHN advocates combined modality chemotherapy and radiation therapy either as definitive therapy or in the neoadjuvant setting depending on stage, nodal status, performance status, and comorbid conditions limiting surgery. The development of our lung cancer clinical pathway incorporated these recommendations and is the standard of care at our institution. As shown in Figure 2, 46 patients (88.5%) seen in the MDC were treated according to the LVHN clinical pathway for stage III NSCLC as opposed to only 20 patients (35.1%) seen outside of the MDC ($P<0.001$).

**Overall survival**

Overall survival of patients seen in the MDC was compared with those seen outside of the MDC. Median overall survival for patient seen outside of the MDC was 14 months. Median overall survival for patients seen in the MDC was 17 months ($P=0.054$). The survival data are displayed in Figure 3.

**Team approach to treatment**

Patients not seen in the MDC may be seen by all or some of the treating physicians prior to initiation of therapy. While 52 patients (100%) seen in the MDC were seen by more...
than one treating physician, 28 patients (49.1%) not seen in the MDC were seen by more than one physician prior to starting treatment ($P<0.001$). These data are displayed in Figure 2.

**Out-migration from LVHN system**

When initially seen in the thoracic MDC, 51 patients (98.1%) received their treatment at LVHN, as opposed to 47 patients (82.5%) who received therapy at LVHN when not seen in the MDC ($P=0.009$). These data are displayed in Figure 2.

**Patient’s satisfaction**

Patients participating in the thoracic MDC were given satisfaction surveys following their visit. Five questions relating directly to physician care were analyzed. The questions were presented as a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 to 5: very poor (1), poor (2), fair (3), good (4), and very good (5). There was a 45.4% response to the survey. The five questions, analyzed with the percentages of “good” and “very good” answers, are demonstrated subsequently.

1. Did the doctor show respect for your questions?  
   (good – 17.8%; very good – 82.2%)
2. How clearly did the doctor explain your condition and treatment?  
   (good – 15.4%; very good – 82.9%)
3. Were you satisfied with the length of time that you spent with the doctor?  
   (good – 29.3%; very good – 69%)
4. Were the written recommendations that you received useful?  
   (good – 26%; very good – 72%)
5. What is the likelihood of recommending this service to others?  
   (good – 18.3%; very good – 80.9%)

Patient satisfaction surveys are also conducted within the individual practices of the LVHN; however, these are anonymous surveys. Moreover, data on patients with thoracic malignancies cannot be separated from the conglomerate of data recorded. Therefore, no clear comparison of MDC and non-MDC patients can be reported.

**Insurance comparison of MDC and non-MDC patients**

There was no difference in insurance distribution between patients seen in the MDC and those seen outside of the MDC. Fifty-eight percent of patients seen in the MDC had Medicare as their primary insurance, either alone or with a secondary insurance (including Medicaid). Fifty-one percent of the patients seen outside of the MDC had Medicare with or without a secondary insurance plan ($P=$nonsignificant).
Discussion

As cancer care becomes more complex, optimal treatment of patients will involve the integrated approach of surgery, radiation therapy, and chemotherapy. The treatment of stage III NSCLC exemplifies the importance of a coordinated treatment approach. Multidisciplinary evaluation of these patients is recommended by the American College of Chest Physicians and the National Cancer Center Network guidelines.\(^\text{10}\) Additionally, the lack of consensus that surrounds therapy of these patients underscores the need to develop more consistent care within institutions. The provision of consistent care and creation of clinical pathways can best be accomplished through coordinated multidisciplinary care and clinics.

Surgical staging of the mediastinum is critical in determining appropriate therapy for patients with stage III NSCLC. EBUS or mediastinoscopy are the gold standards with regard to staging of the mediastinum. CT scan with intravenous contrast or PET–CT may yield either false negative or false positive result. N2 lymph nodes not suspected on CT scan or PET–CT can be detected either by EBUS or mediastinoscopy. The identification of involved N2 or N3 lymph nodes previously not suspected may change the management of these patients. If N2 adenopathy is identified by either mediastinoscopy or EBUS, chemotherapy as single modality\(^\text{11–14}\) or combined with radiation therapy\(^\text{15–17}\) would be appropriate as either neoadjuvant therapy or definitive treatment.\(^\text{18}\) Furthermore, if N3 adenopathy unsuspected on CT or PET–CT scan was discovered, therapy would involve concomitant chemotherapy with radiation in the definitive mode.

Adherence to clinical pathways and clinical practice guidelines has been shown to ensure quality of care and improve consistency of care in patients with a variety of malignancies.\(^\text{19}\) Without a consensus “gold standard” for the treatment of stage III NSCLC, the management of these patients may differ from institution to institution. These preferences may reflect the resources and experience available at a particular institution. Once institutions develop their paradigm for treatment, care becomes more consistent, and valuable data with regard to outcomes and cost can be collected. These treatment paradigms will ultimately be adopted as the clinical pathway at that cancer center for the treatment of that patient’s malignancy.

The thoracic MDC at our institution has adopted concomitant chemotherapy plus radiation as initial treatment for all patients with stage III NSCLC. If patients meet certain treatment criteria, this bimodality therapy will be utilized in the neoadjuvant setting.\(^\text{20}\) However, if they do not meet criteria for surgery, combined chemotherapy and radiation therapy will be used as definitive treatment. This multimodality approach and complex decision making requires coordinated care among thoracic surgeons, medical and radiation oncologists, and pulmonologists. The MDC ensures that patients are seen by physicians from each modality prior to initiation of treatment. When patients are not seen in the clinic, this coordinated approach to care cannot be guaranteed.

The benefit of institutional clinical pathways, accurate staging of the mediastinum, and a combined team approach to care of these complex patients is underscored by an improvement in median overall survival in our MDC patients compared to non-MDC patients in results that approach significance. We believe that consistency of care, input from all treating physicians, and a unified approach to therapy will continue to yield improved outcomes in this group of patients.

In many institutions, physicians are held accountable for relative value unit generation and revenue production. As a result, individual physicians who do not see patients in an MDC setting may treat these patients by utilizing their own treatment modality and not confer with colleagues before starting treatment. This practice is exemplified by the fact that, at LVHN, institutional guidelines were followed ∼90% of the time when seen in the MDC. When patients were not seen in the MDC, guidelines were followed <50% of the time.\(^\text{21}\) Although there are always exceptions that preclude treating all patients according to clinical pathways, it is generally accepted that adherence to these pathways should occur at least 80% of the time.

In today’s complex medical milieu, many hospital systems and networks are developing accountable care organizations in accordance with the Medicare Shared Savings Program.\(^\text{22,23}\) When patients are not managed in a single system, the cost of medical care may increase and the lag time to begin therapy increases as well. It is common for oncology patients seeking second opinions at major cancer centers to undergo additional radiologic tests and review of pathology obtained elsewhere. Among radiologists, there is an inherent mistrust of studies not done at their own institution and a subsequent unwillingness to comment on scans done elsewhere. This redundancy causes increased fees, unnecessary radiation exposure, and an overall boost in the cost of care. Conversely, cost of care may be reduced when patients are treated at a single site.\(^\text{24}\)

The multidisciplinary model may increase patient confidence in the original institution. LVHN is situated within...
1.5 hours of three world-renowned cancer centers. If a patient sees a provider at LVHN and then goes for a second opinion at a neighboring cancer center, the reputation of the other cancer center could influence the patient’s decision to be treated elsewhere. Conversely, in the MDC setting, a patient is seen simultaneously by several physicians, has the ability to ask questions regarding his or her care in a controlled environment, and is presented with a unified care plan. As a result, the patient’s satisfaction with the MDC is high and the likelihood that the patient will seek a second opinion or treatment elsewhere may be diminished. We believe that the retention rate of patients seen in our thoracic MDC relative to the retention rate of those not seen in the MDC supports the fact that patients have increased confidence in LVHN when seen in the MDC. Additionally, they are receiving care at a single institution, potentially impacting the cost of their treatment and engendering high patient’s satisfaction. As we have demonstrated, patients seen in the MDC setting experience more immediate initiation of care, which potentially reduces the chance that the cancer will progress and, thus, not be treated as effectively.

Future efforts at our institution will focus on decreasing the time from the initial detection of the malignancy to bronchoscopy and from bronchoscopy to treatment. Additionally, PCPs are being encouraged to send their patients directly to the thoracic MDC when an abnormality on a chest X-ray or CT scan is detected. An earlier referral will allow a more expedient determination of pathological diagnosis, ensure appropriate staging, and expedite the start of treatment. Finally, the palliative medicine service at LVHN actively participates in the thoracic MDC. All patients with stage IV NSCLC are referred to this service when seen either in the clinic or in the medical oncology office. We are beginning to evaluate the utility of palliative medicine in earlier stages of NSCLC, especially during combined treatment with chemotherapy and radiation, in which there may be toxicity.

Conclusion
This study provides insights into the value of a thoracic MDC in the treatment of stage III NSCLC. Our data illustrate overall quantitative improvements in several aspects of care for these patients. As we move forward with our MDC and add patients to this study, we will be able to conduct more detailed subgroup analysis and gain additional information regarding the value of the MDC in caring for patients with stage III NSCLC. If institutions have the available resources, the multidisciplinary setting should be used for all patients with this stage of disease. We believe that a coordinated treatment approach, treatment in accordance with established guidelines, and prospective planning will ultimately show an economic advantage and improved clinical outcomes.
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